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base reward copywriting:

rationale & inspiration
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four components

reward name

3 inspiring

ideas

reward description

closing thought

concept: three benefits
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Reward Name

•Clear and informative

•Aligns with existing MCR naming system

3 Inspiring Ideas

•Provide uplifting suggestions for enjoying each Reward, linking to Coke’s Creative Idea

•Possible outcomes of enjoying each reward help consumers envision the goodness

•Inspirational suggestions provide benefits for mind, body and soul, linking into Coke wellness platforms
 and usage occasions

•Capture a sense of fun at the beginning of the Reward description, taking the existing MCR copy
  approach to the next level

Reward Description

•Aligns with the spirit of current MCR voice

•Clearly describes what the reward is in a simple, conversational style

•As with current style, can subtly adapt to different audiences (moms, young adult, families)

•Makes Rewards interesting for consumers

Closing Thought

•Offers fun at the end of the copy block, consistent with existing MCR style

•Provides a light-hearted “open ended” thought, inspiring consumers to imagine the possibilities with
  their reward

rationale
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links  to existing style

• Continues current naming system

• Utilizes current spirit and voice of MCR

- Builds in fun at the beginning and end of each reward description

- Informs the consumer of what the reward is, providing a description of it,

  without using punchy adjectives

- Adapts to address the consumer who would be most interested in

  redeeming it

• Follows current “do’s and don’ts”

- No use of generic adjectives (“cool,” etc…) or exclamation points

- No overpromising of reward experience or value

- All of the formatting guidelines (re: capitalization, ARV, registration marks,

  etc…)
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how we enhanced existing style

•Added “3 inspiring ideas” to lean-in copy block

-Inspirational usage suggestions to help consumers envision the uplifting

 goodness of their reward.

-Immediate benefit understood

• Provided light-hearted, open-ended thought at the end of each description, inviting

consumers to imagine the possibilities with their reward
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An inspiring social

networking site where

people share what they

want to accomplish, no

matter how big or small

Aspirational magazines that

give you tools for creating a

better life

Simple suggestions for living well

inspiration
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current MCR catalog page
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current MCR reward detail
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updated MCR catalog page
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updated MCR reward detail

REWARD

DESCRIPTION

Gather the family, a couple

of friends or just that

special someone and pick

a flick that fits the mood.

This coupon is just the

ticket for an entertaining

night in. It’s good for one

(1) movie rental at any

participating

BLOCKBUSTER® store in

the United States. Coupon

expires 08/13/2007. Forget

the sticky floors, but don’t

forget the Coke and

snacks.

THREE BENEFITS

LAUGH OUT LOUD.

SEE A ROMANCE DEVELOP.

GET ANIMATED WITH YOUR

CHILDREN.

Reward Name:
One Movie Rental
at BLOCKBUSTER

LEGAL COPY
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© 2008 the marketing store

Information presented is the sole intellectual property of the

marketing store. It may not be copied or executed in whole or

in part without the direct involvement or express permission of

the marketing store.


